Don’t wait for chances.
Take them
The new Audi TT RS

Performance
is an attitude
Experience the pinnacle of the legendary
TT range with the new Audi TT RS Coupé
and TT RS Roadster. Agile, exceptionally
stable and brimming with muscular
power, these iconic models deliver their
enviable speed and acceleration thanks,
in no small part, to their award-winning
2.5-litre TFSI engines.
Both compact and a dream to handle,
these lively vehicles seem to cling to the
road with the added traction of their
RS sport suspension and fixed rear wings.
This superb handling, combined with its
7-speed S tronic gearbox and quattro
permanent all-wheel drive, make the
TT RS range one of the most exhilarating
experiences of high-performance driving.

Undeniable
sport cred
Inside, the TT RS shows its sporty legacy
with a new design package featuring
Fine Nappa leather seats with honeycomb
stitching and an RS sport leather steering
wheel with two satellite controls.
Audi drive select comes standard, letting
you switch between sporty, dynamic
or efficiency mode. The result is a car
that can be enjoyed in three completely
different ways, depending on your mood
and needs.
The Audi virtual cockpit, with its built-in
navigation tools, tells you everything you
need to know about the car at a glance,
allowing you to fluidly connect your
phone and control everything with the
push of a high-precision button – or even
with your voice.

Designed to
get noticed
The newly redesigned exterior flaunts
the athletic prowess of the TT RS and
culminates in a distinctive rear spoiler.
Details like the honeycomb radiator grille,
widened sills, red brake callipers and RS
suspension make for a striking update
to the Audi TT RS’s already iconic look.
The TT RS’s four OLED lights create
crisp light from organic light emitting
diodes. The 3D design distributes their
extensive shine with exact uniformity and
precision. When locking or unlocking, the
OLED lights put on a captivating display –
a feature Audi has become known
for pioneering.

Model
highlights

Award winning engine

RS interior package

RS exterior with rear spoiler

Audi drive select

Matrix OLED rear lights

20-inch wheels

Virtual cockpit with phone interface

RS sport suspension
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